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MONDAY, JANUARY 12, 1942
Haines Political Society Elects
Pancoast To Be Faculty Advisor
G. Sieber Pancoast was elected
faculty advisor of the Haines Political Society when the group met
last Tuesday evening, January 6,
in Bomberger.
Plans were discussed for holding -----------------------------------------------------------.
joint meetings with the West
IN BRIEF!
Chester political society and for
the two groups acting cooperativeDon 't forget that the second
ly for the government convention
at Harrisburg in April.
semester begins on Wednesday,
The president urges that all
January 28.
Single Week of Examinations, Classes in Summer,
members attend the next meeting
which will be held on the first
INTER-FRAT DANCE TO BRING
No Spring Vacation - All Part of New System
Tuesday in February.
All students interested in
NEW BAND TO CAMPUS
registering for a first aid course
Women To Debate Penn State;
Last Friday morning at the regular Chapel service, amid an
To Support Regulation of Labor
Chairman Joe Glass '42, of the
to be given next semester
atmosphere electric with tenseness and expectancy, President Norman
Inter - Fraternity - Sorority Dance
E. McClure announced to the assembled student body that drastic and
should indicate so at the Dean's
On Thursday, January 8, Mary
Anna Wiley '43, and Joyce Lownes Committee, announced today that
revolutionary alterations were to be made in the academic program of
Office this week.
'42, partiCipated in a debate at MOl"- Charlie Hoffman and his orchestra
the College. Commencement Day moved up to May 18, first semester
avian Seminary for Women. The will provide the music for the
exam period shortened to one week, elimination of a spring vacation, a
The meeting of the I. R. C.,
question debated in Oregon style Council's annual dance Friday
three-semestel'-a-year
system to be inaugurated in June- all these are
was "Resolved, that the federal night in the gym.
scheduled for Tuesday evening,
the highlights of the greatly accelerated program devised to facilitate
government should regulate all
has
been
postponed
until
the
labor unions in the United StatesThe eleven-piece band, a newthe attainment of a college degree in a three rather than the traditional
first Tuesday of the second
constitutionality conceded". Mary comer to the Ursi!1us campus,
four
year period. Thus Ursinus is responding to the requirements of
Anna gave the constructive speech makes its headquarters in Pottssemester.
the national emergency in conformity with the suggestions of the
whereas Joyce cross-examined and town.
------government.
gave the rebuttal.
Traveling with the eleven men is
Tonight at 8:00 p. m. a debate Jane Stevens- "Lovely" Jane StevAfter summarizing the plans of the government to meet the rewith Pennsylvania State College ens- ho does the vocals (Lack of
quirements of war, especially as these affect college men, Dr. Mcwill b~ part of the pro~Tam for the spacewand the advancing cost of
0
Clure then went on to tell of the College's plans. Assuring his listeners
debatmg club. Deba~m~ on the paper and printer's ink prevent
same qU~stio~, but t~IS tune ~m the , further description of this songster,
that the academic standing of Ursinus would not be impaired , "The
affirmatIve ~Ide, Ursmus WItI be but from advance reports, she's
present four year program will be continued. Requirements for admis:epresented In the deb.at~ by Mar- I bound to please.)
OLIVER LODGE TO DISCUSS
sion will remain the same. The requirements for degrees will remain
Ion Byron '42, and Mal'jone b)ownes
.
POETRY OF MEREDITH
'44. Marjorie will have the conThIS ?ance,. the first of th.e ne.w
unchanged," he divulged the plans for the newly adopted system.
structive speech and Marion will yea:, WIll ~e mformal. MUSIC WIll
Accelerated Program
Oliver W. F. Lodge, noted British
cross-examine and give the rebut- begm at mne and end at one, and
"An accelerated program has
tal.
will feature tunes that are hot, scholar, critic, and author, will Miller Article on Singapore
been planned for those students
solid, smooth, and slow.
speak at the second Ursin us Forum
Beardwoo.d Society To Hear Speaker
Aiding Glass on the dance com- of the year on Wednesday, Janu- Is Part of January "Amerasia" who wish to complete their work in
three or three and one-half years.
mittee are the following seniors: ary 14, at 8:00 p. m. in Bomberger.
From Allan Wood Steel Com~any Jean Webb, Bruce MacKenzie, Dor- The subject of his talk is "The
Dr. Eugene Miller, of the Political Although this accelerated program
Mr. Fielding Ellis of the Allan othy Brosz, Al Brick, Polly Nissley, Poetry of George Meredith". The Science Department, is the author is designed especially for students
Wood Steel Company, Conshohock- Dick Arnold, Dorothy Ducat, Al customary question period after of an article appearing in the of more than average ability who
en, Pa., will be the guest speaker Tkacz, and Glad Levengood.
the talk will be omitted; however, January issue of Amerasia. His are planning to enter those profesat the Beardwood Chemical SoThe chaperons will be Mr. and Mr. Lodge will answer individual work is on the subject of the Singa- sions in which there is at present
ciety meeting on Tuesday evening, I Mrs. Eugene B. Michael and Mr. and questions informally after adjourn- pore naval base, the topic of a a shortage, some other students
forthcoming book by Dr. Miller. whose grades are good will be adJanuary 13, at 8:00 p. m. in the ' Mrs. G . Sieber Pancoast. Tickets ment of the meeting.
Science Building. The topic of his are on sale this week in Bomberger
The forum speaker has been Amerasia, a professional monthly, mitted by vote of the faculty."
address is "Microphotographic An- and can be had in exchange for accredited to Ursinus· for the month is "A Review of America in the Far
After warning that the new proalysis of Steels".
I$1.50, which includes tax.
gram will include schedules heavier
of January by the Carnegie Endow- East."
than the present maximum, Dr.
ment for International Peace as
McClure illustrated the practical
Visiting Professor of English Litereffects the introduction of
a
ature. Mr. Lodge has taken up his
summer semester will have. "Some
duties and is delivering a series of
members of the Junior Class will
lectures to various of the classes in
be able to complete their work in
English Literature ' upon ShakeJanuary, 1943. Some members of
speare and Wordsworth.
the Sophomore Class will be able
Faculty and Students Combine Students Will Become
Mr. Lodge was born in Staffordto complete their work in June,
shire, England, the son of Sir OlivPROF.
SPOTTS
CHALLENGES
On Council for Civilian Defense Members of Defense
1943. Some members of the Fresher Lodge, the eminent physicist,
COLLEGE YOUTH TO THINK
man Class will be able to complete
Putting to practice the age-old Council First Aid Unit and attended Eastbourne College
their work in June, 1944".
and
Liverpool
University.
He
also
adage, "an ounce of prevention is
"It
is
the
major
purpose
of
the
studied privately under outstandSta.tus of College Men
worth a pound of cure", the UrBecause a knowledge of and prac- ing authorities, both in Britain and liberal arts college to learn the use
sinus Civilian Defense Council is
In opening his address, the presiof
the
mind."
In
these
words,
Prof.
formulating plans for insuring or- tice in first aid is of inestimable on the continent, in the fields of Charles spotts, of the Franklin and dent spoke of the status of college
derly and efficient defense work in value in the total national defense literature, philosophy, physics, bib- Marshall College Department of men in the Selective Service and
the event of an air raid, improb- effort in wartime, the campus ci- liography, architecture, painting, Religion, addressed the Ursinus ventured the observation, "Some of
able though such an exigency may vilian defense council is working and sculpture. He is the author of Vespers last evening.
you will receive deferment; others
out a program designed to enlist the standard work, What Art Is,
seem now.
will be inducted. Some local boards
Prof.
spotts,
a
frequent
visitor
to
and
of
a
number
of
plays,
poems,
Hastily formed during the recent the support and cooperation of the and critical works. During the past the Ursinus campus, presented a will be more ready than others to
permit college students to continue
Christmas vacation, the College whole student body.
For those who have already had several years he has lectured ex- challenge to the student: "Thou their stUdies. But I believe that
unit will integrate its work with
tensively on both sides of the At- hast given me this mind, Muscles,
training
in
first
aid,
either
as
scouts
that of similar units of the Collegeare they not for use? Speech, is it when the nation's needs have been
or in physical education courses, a lantic.
ville and Trappe area. The camMr. Lodge has been accredited to for use? Mind, is it not, too, for more carefully studied, the role to
special
first
aid
unit
is going to be
be played by each college student
pus organization is composed of six
organized on campus under the di- Ursinus by President Nicholas Mur- use?"
(Continued on page 6)
students and five faculty members
Appraisal
of
College
Studies
ray
Butler,
of
Columbia
University,
under the chairmanship of Mr. rection of Miss Moll, the resident acting for the Carnegie EndowProfessor Spotts then proceeded
Maurice o. Bone. The student nurse.
Those whose experience in first ment for International Peace, with an appraisal of the various
membership consists of Betty Da- aid work is limited or those who which has undertaken an extensive subjects learned in college. "I must
kay '42, Jean Patterson '42, Fred
program of assigning noted foreign be a scientist to understand God's
Binder '42, Denton Herber '42, Wil- have had none at all are urged to scholars as visiting professors at great creation, for science is the
register with Mrs. Clawson in the
liam Selfridge '42, and Garnet AdDean's Office. A special first aid the leading American colleges and quest of the mind after God." This,
ams '42. In addition to Chairman course is being contemplated by the universities.
according to Professor Spotts, is
Bone, the faculty is represented by administration, provided sufficient
the purpose of the study of science.
Dr. Charles Mattern, Mr. William students express their desire to en"By philosophy the physical uniPettit, Dr. Frank Manning, and Mr. roll for it. Miss Margaret E. Claflin V's Committees Lead
Copies of the URSINUS
verse may be better understood.
Everett Bailey.
WEEKLY will be sent free of
Life-Mind; there must be a purof the Physical Education Depart- W or ld Student Service
charge to Ursin us men in the
Committees Appointed
pose-there must be reality." Philment will offer the instruction.
service.
This is the result of a
Drive To Secure Funds osophy performs no secular tasks, pro.ject suggested
Various committees have been
to the Y by
but
it
gives
us
freedom,
and
with
appointed and charged with or- Men Debaters Meet Tonight
the Ursinus Civilian Defense
freedom
it
gives
us
God.
ganizing a unified and whole deThe social service committees of
Council.
Just as we study various other
fense effort. Plans for setting up To Discuss New Questions
the Y.W.C.A. and Y.M.C.A. are
The projected plan is a very
subjects,
so
we
must
also
acquaint
organization for blackouts are bemaking final arrangements for a
simple one. Anyone who knows
outselves
with
the
science
of
Bibliing formulated, and committees
In its meeting tonight at 8 :00 p. campus drive for the World stuof a friend from Ursinus in the
have been appointed in the men's m. in the Freeland Reception Room, dent Service Fund which will be can criticism. In the study of Galaservice, no matter where he
and women's dormitories with the the Men's Debating Club will make held the first week in February. tians, Luther found new meaning,
may be stationed, is requested
responsibility of making certain final preparations for its coming Garfield Clark '43, and Em i I y "The righteous shall live by faith".
to. forward his address to the
Concluding
Thought
that all lights are extinguished in season.
Wagner '43, are in charge of the
Registrar's Office or John Comthe event of a real or practice air
The important topic for con- campaign.
"Not to lose Thee, Of God; that
ely '42. After the addresses have
raid.
sideration will be the choice of ·A number of interesting activi- is not the purpose of mind! No;
been secured, the conference
Other students wlll shortly be questions which the club will de- ties which have not yet been dis- but ever to find Thee more and
committee of the Y, under the
pressed into service as air raid bate. The question on labor regu- closed are being planned for the more. This is my ho,pe." With
joint chainnanship of John
wardens, members of a fire patrol lation has been affected by Con- week in order to attain the goal of these inspirational words, Prof.
Cornely '42, and Charlotte Witto cooperate with the local fire gressional action, while Japan's at- $200 which has been set for the Spotts concluded his talk.
mer '42, will assume the recompany in battling blazes and as tack on Pearl Harbor and the sub- students of Ursin us. This year the
The service was in charge of a
sponsibility of addressing the
a first aid unit to handle emerg- sequent declaration of war against national goal is $100,000.
group of students from Franklin
copies each week and keeping
ency cases on the spot under the the Axis has made the topiC of the
The W.S.S.F. does not appeal to and Marshall College. David Noss
a file of the addresses of the
supervision of the Red Cross.
A.E.F. a dead issue.
the general public, but to Ameri- '42, was the leader for the service,
service men.
Refugee Problem
Dr. Carter w1ll tell the club mem- can students for its support, and and Robert Moss '43, presided at
This same plan has been put
In addition to the groups men- bers of a progresssive discussion provides for aid to students and the organ. After the service, an
into effect in a number of other
i I
itt
contest in which they may com- professors who are victims at war. informal reception was held at
colleges and universities, and it
tioned above, a spec a comm ee pete This contest wlll be similar It is international, non-sectarian Lynnewood Hall. Plans are being
is hoped that by this means the
w1ll be formed to cooperate with a to the one sponsored by Tau Kappa and non-political and provides for made for the presentation of a
Ursinus men under arms may
similar one trom the town in order Alpha at its national convention in education, reconciliation, and re- program later in the year by the
keep in touch with their alma
to handle the refugee problem that IWashington D. C. last year.
construction.
Franklin and Marshall Glee ClUb.
(Continued on page 6,
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mater and their friends here.

College Adopts 3-Semester Year
President Announces War Program;
Seniors To Be Graduated May 18

Charlie Hoffman's
Orchestra To Play
At Friday's Dance
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College Defense Council Plans for
Air Raid Work and Emergency Aid

.-----------------------------

Guest Professor,
F. and M. Students
Lead at Vespers

Free Weeklies
To Ursinus Men
In Armed Forces
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MONDAY, JANUARY 12, 1942
CIVILIAN DEFENSE AT URSINUS
Every succeeding day brings the evidences of
war ever nearer to us. True, no alien armies
have set foot upon our shores and no high-flying
vultures have wrecked havoc and destruction
upon our metropolises. But that much-maligned
yet omnipresent Mars requires us to readjust our
economy, sacrifice many of those accoutrements
that have made American life so distinctive and
full, and even scrap or alter our personal plans
for the future. No one can tell what greater
bribes he will require before he raises the Allies'
arm in victory.
Here at College in a kind of sheltered haven
we are not out of his reach . Among our ranks
there are many whom he shall demand as hostages, and no doubt some of these ultimately may
be consumed by his insatiable appetite. War is
becoming very real to us now.
But there may come a time when war will
affect us directly right here on this campus.
Against that day, the Ursinus Civilian Defense
Council has been organized. True, at first
thought it may seem fantastic to imagine that
enemy raiders would ever blacken the sky above
Collegeville. But who could have foretold the
Pearl Harbor attack? An ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure.
Probably an air attack upon the American
continent will never materialize, and if it should,
Collegeville with no military objectives would not
be an early target. It's wise to be prepared for
any eventuality" and that is the reason for the
defense council. Just the training alone in the
sort of work to be undertaken will prove valuable to those students participating wholeheartedly in it. So when practice raids are held in
the near future, it is hoped that students realize
they are not farcical or staged merely for their
amusement and frivolity.
D. A. H. '42
SUPPOSE A LIFE DEPENDED ON YOU
First aid training is important at any time,
but never has it been so necessary as now. Ability to dress wounds on the spot can save innumerable lives in wartime, and any of us may
be called upon to administer treatment without
the assistance of a regular medical officer.
In some colleges, a course in first aid has
been made compulsory since the outbreak of the
war. Here a special course is being offered the
second semester, and registration for the training is voluntary.
Can you afford to miss it? Take first aid
training and help th~ total defense effort!
D. A. H. '42

ALL WORKING TOGETHER
In times like these when necessity demands united action, it is
certainly heartening to feel and be
a part of that spirit of supreme cooperation which is so forcefully
pervading the Ursin us campus.
When Pre ident McClure announced the official plan of the
College for the war-time emergency
on Friday monling, it is safe to say
that each and every student without exception was deeply grateful
for the new adju tments and re 0lutely determined to do everything
in hi power to as ure their complete succe ,
It gave all of us a fuller appreciation of our responsibility to know
that executives throughout the nation , and at Ursinus in particular,
were doing their utmos t to grant
us the enviable opportunity of
completing a college ed ucation. We
are s incerely thankful.
Professor who will have to exactly double their work, many of
whom will have almo t maddening
schedules under the accelerated
program, are ati fied with the under tanding that there is a job to
be done and they're goirlg to do it.
To them even the most trifling
thought of dissati faction would
eem an act of treason.
When all this is being done just
for us, no wonder we're all eager
to do whatever we can, as soon,
and as well as we can.
Although a considerable proportion of students will not be able to
continue through the
summer
months, by far the greater majority will attend the added semester
regardless of debts and sacrifices.
We're tickled with the chance to
complete a bloc in our education
without an interruptiot;l; we 're content to worry later abQut where the
money will come from , and we
don't even give a thought to the
loss of vacation.
In regards to the jam-packed
week of semester examinations, it
is certainly not 'delightful for such
unfortunates as yonr columnist to
think of three corking exams and
utter exhaustion all in one day, but
again there is a job to be done.
Without reservation it can be
said that the new arrangements
have the complete endorsement of
the student bqcty in every respect
but one- comprehensives.
When accelerated schedules call
for at least 18 hours per semester
(if students desire to follow the
hastened program) and the probability of as high as 21 hours during the semester before comprehensives-a semester which is traditionally light under ordinary circumstances-and when all-out efforts are being made in every direction to make suitable adjustments, it hardly seems fair to demand students to take comprehensive examinations.
The suspension of comprehensives would indeed be a welcome
reward for the strain of packing
two years work in a year and a
half, of working during the torrid
summer months, and of enduring
the many sacrifices necessary in
order to attend school 20 months
in a row.

CALENDAR
Monday, January 12
Men's Debating Club, 8:00 p.m.
Women's Debating Club,
8:00 p. m.
Brotherhood of st. Paul,
8:00 p. m.
Beardwood Chemical Society,
8:00 p. m .
Tuesday, January 13
Freshman Counselors, Lynnewood, 7:00 p. m .
Basketball, Muhlenberg
Frosh, 7:00 p. m.
Varsity, 8:30 p. m .
Manuscript Club, 8:00 p. m.
1. R. C., 8:00 p. m .
Wednesday, January 14
Forum, O. W. Lodge, 8:00 p. m
Wrestling, Gettysburg
Thursday, January 15
Basketball, F. & M.
Fl'osh, 7:00 p. m.
Varsity, 8:30 p. m.
Sunday, January 18
Y Vespers, 6:00-6:30 p. m.
Monday, J:wmary 19
First Semester Exams begin

~~
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Mac and Indiana
It seems as though "Mac" has
finally succeeded in getting Indiana
off his mind , at least for a night.
He threw off his duties to Dr. Hileman temporarily and was seen
blissfully passing his time with
Geraldine.
Who's Gullible?
Is it that Dottie T. can be so
glJllible or i it that Mary Anna is
o convincing in her arguments?
We know darn well Mike i n't engaged, but it so happen that the
latter las convinced the fonner
frill of this fact.
Belle Nabs Ditter!
"Well, well! The belle of Collegeville has bagged her college man
for 1942. In the past years she has
averaged one a semester and in addition one of the "Summer Colony".
We sincerely wish you success Bill,
and from then on hold tight!
Maybe It's the Braid .
Oh, by the way, Ruth, we forgot
to ask you. How was your trip to
Chicago? It sure is wonderful when
a girl will chase half way across
the continent after you . He'll be
around next Saturday, though, on a
reciprocal trip, so let's welcome the
Admiral.
Here's A New Recruit!
Hey Pete, why don't you get
"Bobby" Zulich to become your as sistant wrestling coach. At the
match with Haverford she certainly took a worse beating than any
of our boys, She groaned when our
man was down, went wild when
(he) was on top, screamed advice
and encouragement, and just about
twisted an ear off the spectator in
front of her.
Quite a HeHer!
Elwood might seem quiet and reserved in regard to the co-eds here
on campus, but just let him get
away from home. Elwood says, "I
walked more girls home in one
week during the Y Conference at
Miami U. than in an entire year at
Ursinus". That's living up to your
last name, boy.
Keeping Something From Us?
Just what's this all about Bill K.
Why don't you tell more of your
friends about Yvonne? After all,
her mother has a perfect right to
interrupt you to get the morning's
milk, hasn't she?

SOCIETY NOTES
Lenore Berky '42, announced her
engagement to the Reverend Edwin J. Mitchell at a party at her
home on Thursday evening, December 26.
Mr. Mitchell, who was graduated
from Muhlenberg in 1941 and who
is now attending the Moravian
Seminary in Bethlehem, is pastor
of Trinity E. C. Church in Slatington.
Miss Berky is the second of the
women students in the Senior Class
to announce her engagement. Carol
Anfinsen became engaged last year
to Park Hays Miller, Jr.
Dan McGowen ex '43, of Cheltenham, was married to Ann Meyer
of Elkins Park on Saturday, January 3, at st. Luke's Church in Glenside. The couple went to Washington, D. C., on their honeymoon.
Omega Chi Sorority held a sport
dance at the Springford Country
Club last Friday evening to which
many guest couples on campus
were invited. Marjorie Colsher
'43, was chairman of the affair.
The, girls of Glenwood Hall entertained at an Open House Sunday
afternoon, January 11. Jean Deckard '42, who will be graduated this
month, poured at the tea.

!J. R.

e.

e~

DEFENSE BUDGET
A great deal has been spoken and written
in the past few weeks a bout the necessity of
turning a high percentage of industrial production toward the prosecution of the war. It is
a war being fought on a scale more tremendous
and far-reaching than could have been imagined a comparatively few years ago, and the cost,
correspondingly great, is staggering to the imagination. We are in conflict with a way of life,
with a so-called civilization whose whole philosophy is diametrically opposed to our own.
Right now the job before us is a huge one requiring everyone to do every bit he can.
All this sounds well enough, but what does
it mean to us, to that oft-cited but still unseen
Average Citizen? In hort, it means guns, ships,
airplanes-all the e cost money, huge sums whicb
must come from omewhere.
The President's Budget Message to Congress
presented estimated figures which are startling
even in this age. The budget for the fiscal year
1943 estimates the spending of $52,786,000,000,
for defense purposes alone and of $58,027,000,000
for the total budget. The non-defense expenditures thus amount to $6,441 , 000,000. These figures in themselves do not possess a great significance but when they are compared to others we
begin to have some conception of them. The
total expenditures for the fiscal year 1942 will
be $32,657,000,000 (estimated ), while in 1941 the
total was a mere $12,774,000,000 . Total national
expenditures have climbed from $6,370,000,000 in
1934 to the estimated 59 billion for next year.
Defen e expenditure have risen in even
greater proportions. In 1934 we pent $540,000,000 for defense, or about SYz o/c of the total national expenditure; in 1938, we spent $1,027,000,000, or about 14 % of the total; in 1941, $6,047,000,000, or 47 %, and now we propo e to spend
next year almost 53 billion dollars, or sJightiy less
than 90 0/0 of all government expenditures.
Incomes have risen in the past year, but so
have prices ; the cost of living is up nearly 20 Q/ ( .
If we are to escape inflation, t he proposed tax
program and the price control bill now before
Congress will both play their parts. If we are
to turn our industrial resources toward the production of war materials, we must of necessity
decrease that of consumer goods. Workers have
more money to spend, but there is less for them
to buy.
The prospect could hardly be called bright.
However, if this increased tax policy does serve
to pay a large part of the war costs and at the
same time to restrain inflation, we shall be better
off at the end.
Little as we like paying for the war, pay we
must. We've gone a great way in not attempting a "business as usual" policy, and unpleasant
though taxes are, higher ones are inevitable.
We must see that our armament program is an
organized, well-planned one, and that nondefense expenditures are cut as much as possible. All possible production must be turned to
the war. The President stated the situation
clearly in his budget message : "We cannot outfight unless we out-produce- overwhelmingly, so
there can be no question of our ability to provide
a crushing superiority of equipment in any
theater of the war."
JANE VINK '42

******************?~***-)fo*************
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BALL!

Infonnation, Please!
Was it President Roosevelt who said that in
the waging of a successful war, Americans must
be both resourceful and tire-less?
Defense Note:
We have been requested to ask the local air
raid wardens to station guards on the Eighth
Avenue bridge. At present that location is not
sufficiently "armed" to afford adequate protection.

•

A New Train of Thought:
Studio Cottage's own Southern belle chugged
home for the holidays on the famed Chatanooga
Choo-Choo. Say, Mabel, was that certain person
waiting at the station-you know, "funny face"?
Winchell Whimsey:
Local lassies have been holding their own in
collecting the loot of Cupid's war game:
Jeannie Ewen has turned football hero, toting around a diminutive football with all the
spirit of a two hundred pound guard.
Irory-tickler Appleget has finally relinquished his fraternal emblem; apparently he let in
the Wolfe at his door.
Rumors and Bored
1. Here's a hot tip-there's a new romance
a "Zimrn~'ing at Maples these cool days.
2. That Baird-Hyatt combination is having
its usual An(ne)d Frank-Iy we don't think it's
its usual trouble. An(ne)d Frank-Iy we don't
think its serious.
3. Little Laura's Wells of romance at home
are going dry, so AHI) she does is dig another
on campus.
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We Never High-Pressure Anybody!

b llie

Of Course, It's Up to You, But

Theme of National
YM-YW Assembly

A1pba Phi Epsilon
IPeiffer, Lester Ver?elli, .Joseph
Alpha Sigma Nu:
Betty Urich;
Juniors: Mildred
Seniors: Garnet Adams, Karl Tropp, Peter Scott, RIchard ECken- /
___
Seniors: Jean Webb Carol Anfin- IBricker, Marjorie Colsher, Jean
.
roth, David Zeigler, John Dahlman,
sen Florence Bech'tel
Helene Dornsife, Ruth Riegel, Helen RogAgan, Fredenck Appleg~t, Freder- Henry Thorpe, William Talarico, TWELVE FROM URSINUS AMONG Berger Isabel Carranz~ Frances alinski; Sophomores: Shirley Matick Binder, Alvan Bnck, Leroy James Bligh Elwood Shrospshire
THOUSANDS WHO ATTEND
Kooke;, Doris Morgan, Bette Rep- heY'~o~, Jessanne Ross, Gladys
Earle, Denton Herber, Kenneth I Thomas Gash, Donald Stamm.
'
logIe, Barbara Zulick; Juniors: Tnplclan.
Sigma Rho Lambda
Solidarity was the keynote of the Betty Hollis,
Carol
Swartley;
Phi Alpha Psi
Hoopes, George S. Spohn, John
.
Nati.on.al Assembly of the S.tudent Sophomores: Babs Baberick, Alice
Yeomans,' Junl·ors·. Charles BurSeniors:
Doro t hy Ducat, Elva J.
th
ld
t he
.
Seruors: Ricbard Arnold, Roy ChrlS t Ian M ovemen,
IS year Estabrook, Mary Evaul, Emily
f. ou~hs, Lle:,elyn HunSIcker, Ben- , Wenhold, William
Musick, John at Oxford, Ohio, from December 27 Greenawald, Anita Hess , Jane Kir- Buckingham, Marion Byron, Betty
Leee a r ;
30
Ja mIn Perkms , Robert Rapp , B
Juniors: Robert Bauer, t 0 J anuary.
ver t
onehousan d cher, Mary Alice Lovett, Maria Mar- Frorer, Betty Dakay, Alice Daughworthing, James Zeigler ; SOPho- 1Charles Cassel, George Kratz, ROb- lstuden.ts from. practically everYone, Emma Thomas,
Loraine erty, Natalie Hogeland, Jean Patterson, Elizabeth Wismer; Juniors:
mores: Harold Alderfer, Wilson I er t Cooke, Clark Moore, Erick Hall- s t a t e· m th e tna. t IOn ttan dd fdrom
many Walton, Emily Williams, Jean Wis- Grace Brandt, Mary Ernest, Doris
th
f
e con- ler, Charlotte Wolfe, Marie Yarger, Harrington, Nancy Landis, Dorothy
Burke, Richard -Clark, Galen Curr- ~an, ~rank Hy.att, Jack Thomas, orelgn c~un .nes a en e
'l'
.
'
Bill DItter, NeVill Wanner, Homer clave, whIch IS held once every four Alice Zimmerman, Jane Zulick.
Trout, Mary Anna Wiley, Frances
ens, Pau I De t WI el, RobeIt DIxon, Koch Richard Ellis Lee North years.
Gilbert Driesbach, Blaine Fister, Donaid Melson, F;ank
Curtis;
Dr. Gregory Vlastos, of Queens
Kappa Delta Kappa
Wilt ; Sophomores: Joyce Behler,
Peter Guillard, Robert Hainley, Sophomores: Ray Bickle, William University, Canada, was the key
Seniors: Dorothy Brosz, Betty Betty Freeman, Mildred HalbruegRobert Heckman, Richard Hen- Daniels, ~ohn Peterman, Rod!llan Ispeaker at the platform sessions. Allebach , June Fritz, Emily Kehoe, ge, Mary Jane Lytle.
Moyer DICk Weand Roger Staig
Other speakers mcluded the Han Geraldine Reed, Eva June Smith,
Tau Sigma Gamma:
ricks Warren Hewitt Robert I h r i e '
'.
er,
. Jane Vink, Gladys Heibel; Juniors:
,
. '
, Stanley Clayes, LOUlS Bock.
Margaret Bonfield, M. P., and Dr.
Seniors: Gladys Levengood, RosaHarry Kehm, DaVId Krusen, Arno
James Muilenberg, of the Pacific Constance Holden, Constance HopKuhn, James Lamond, Howard LyZeta Chi
School of Religion. In addition, killS, Betty Knoll, Ruth Moser, lind Elting, Gracemary Greene,
S .
lid'
.
tr d Betty Reese, Blanche Shirey; Soph- Judy Hogg, Joyce Lownes, June
ons, Ralph Mendenhall, Walter Ort, . eruors: Nicholas Biscotte, Wil- ,severa .pa~e . lSC~SlOns ou l.ne omores: Inge Benda,
Luvenia Meunier, Dorothy Thurston, Wilma
Frank Pierce, Dean Steward, Rob- llIam ~lynn, L~i~d Henry,. Albert the paCIfist s viewpom~ and vanous Brooks, Barbara Fow, Kathryn Har- Weisgerber ; Juniors: Shirley Anert Tredinnick Robert Underwood Hutchmson, WillIam Selfndge, Al- aspects of reconstructIOn.
b h
.
derson, Peggy Brown, Hazel DrumAlbert Wells, Robert Young.
bi~ Tka~z, George Shuster, Nath- The e~tire ~roup was divided into ac, Manon Heckman, Margaret heller, Jean Ewen, Peggy Keagle,
amel Wlnkleman,' Junl·n.rs·.
Sher- small dlScusslon groups, or sem- Herbert,
Carolyn
v
b Eil Martha
S 'th Hess,
J
t W . b Kirh Ellen Rice, Peggy Teal, Emily WagBeta Sigma Lambda
wood Wadsworth, James Raban, inars, dealing with Christian faith y,
een ml , ane
elr ac . ner; Sophomores: Betty Boger,
Seniors: Albert Berman, Douglas Bud Bayne, Clark Brown, Frederick and social ~~c~nstru?tion. Later in
Omega Chi
Marion Bright, Evelyn Buckley,
Crone, Charles Graver, William Becker, Evan Morrow, Thomas the week, B s~mmars met to
Seniors: Polly Nissly, Lenore Ber- Barbara Cooke, Helen Herbert,
Heefner Russell Huckle Robert Pastras, Joseph Irvin; Sophomores: formulate resolutlons to be pre- ky, Marjorie Foster, Ruth Heinkel, Mary Hogg, Betty Kirlin, Judy LudLuginbu'hl Bruce MacKe~zie Ed- I James Barbash, Barney Barab, s~nted for the approval of the en- Dorothy Schlein kafer, Joyce Tuers, wick, Jeanne Mathieu, Anna Mcward Maykut, John MCElhinney, Thomas Rorer, John Rorer , Louis t~re asse~bly. At the plenary ses: : 0: :: :: ::: :: ::: : :: ::;;:, ::: ::~ Daniel, Betty Teal.
Robert McFarland, Franklyn Mil- Ross, Fred~rick Tomafski, Edward slons, which consumed the l~st ~ay pacifist viewpoint, represented by
ler, Victor Morningstar; Juniors: Hamer, EllIOt Parks.
and a half of the week, leglSlat~ve a vociferous though not particularGarfield Clark, Robert Cochrane,
procedur.e w~ followed, the entIre ly large faction of students.
Raymond Duncan, Robert Hart,
group .dlScussmg and approving
Ursinus was represented at the
What's Your Order Please?
Robert Hess, Edwin McCausland,
resol~tIOns on many pertinent conference by twelve delegates and
WHATEVER IT IS,
Robert N iss 1 y;
Sophomores: ,
~be 11 nbepenbent
questIOns.
two graduates. They were Patt
Joseph Bowman, Alvin Creitz,
I
Stand of the Pacifist
Patterson '42, Buddy Adams '42,
YOU'LL FIND IT AT
G~o~ge Hostler, George Miller, '
P r Bnt. S hop
Probably the point of greatest Charlotte Witmer '42, Bett:( Knoll
WlllIam Parsons, James Straub,
moment was the discussion of the '43, Elwood Heller '43, Conme HopThomas Hartzell;
Prints The Weekly and is
Istand to be taken by the Christian I kins '43, Mary Alice Weaver '43, Bill
Demas
student in regard to the present Daniels '44, Blaine Fister '44, MarThe Corner Drug Store
equipped to do all kinds of
war. The final decision was that jorie Downes '44, Lois Fairlie '45,
Seniors: Norman Callahan, James
COLLEGE Printing attracthe movement should support the and Mabel Ziegler '45. Ursinus SANDWICHES _ ICE CREAM
Coulter, Joseph Glass, Robert Mcgovernment in its actions, but that graduates were Bill Wimer '39, now
Allister, Harry Smith,
Albert
tively.
the extent to which the student studying at the Lancaster TheoSODAS
Thomas, John Cornely; Juniors:
should go in his support should be logical Seminary, and Jane Poling
All Kinds at All Times
Jack Maurer; Sophomores: Ralph
Collegeville. Pa.
left up to the individual student. '39, now secretary of the "Y" at the
Buchanan, Kenneth LeVan, Charles
Thus allowance was made for the University of West Virginia.
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L. M. LEBEGERN

I

620 MILES PER HOUR

THE MAN WHO DID IT_
TEST PILOT ANDY MCDONOUGH

CAME6
B11M MlalNESS
IS MADE TO ORDER fOR MY
KINO OF SMOKING. AND CAMELS
SURE HAVe THE FLAVOR

THE 'SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS CONTAINS

28% LESS NICOTINE
than the average of the 4 ot4er largest-selling cigarettes
tested ... less than any of them ... according to independent
scientific tests of the smoke itself!

THE
THE CIGARETTE OF
COSTLIER TOBACCOS

SMOKE'S
THE
THING!
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~------------------------------. I Dr. J ohn Perkins
Tells Pre-Meds of
Read It and Weep
General Practice

11 :OO- Econ. 13 .................... 16
Eng. Compo 3 ............ 6
French 11 .......... ...... 14
G erman 21 ................ 15
In t ro. Science ........ S12
PhiL 1 .......................... 4
Pol. Sci. 5 .................... 3
2 :00- Eng. Lit. 3A ................ 8
Eng. Lit. 3B ................ 7
Math . 1 .................... Sl2
Math. 15 ................ S116
Tue day, January 20
8 :00- Biol. 7 .................... S215
Chern. 9 ................ S312
Econ. 19 ..................... . 2
Eng. Lit. 7 .................... 4
French 5 .................... 14
Math. la ................ S115
Math 7 ................ S116
Physics la ............ S102
Pol. Sci. 3 .................... 3
Religion 1 ...... .......... 15
Spanish 7 ................ 16
11 :OO- Eng. Lit. 25 ................ 4
Phil. 7 ........................ 2
Spanish 1 .................... 7

Math . 9 .............. .. S115
2 :00- Chem . 5 ................ S312
Econ . 17 ............ .......... 3
Eng. Lit. 9 .................... 7
German 5 ................ 15
Latin 3 ........................ 8
Math. 3 ................ S116
Math. 5 ................ S115
Math . 23 .................... S3
Phys. Ed. 7 ............ S108
Wednesday, January 21
8 : OO-'-Biol. 11 .. ................ S205
Chem. 1 .................. S12
Chem. 3 ................ S312
Econ . 11 ...................... 7
Hist. 15 ........................ 8
11 :OO- Biol. 3 .................... S12
Econ . 1 ...... ...... 4 & 16
Eng. Lit. 17 ......... ....... 7
German 13 ............. ... 6
Latin 7 ................... ..... 8
Pol. Sci. 21 ................ 3
Relig. 9 .................... 15
Phys. Ed. 9 ............ S108
2:00- German 1 ................ S12
German 3 ............ S12
Spanish 3 ................ 14

8 :00- Educ. 1 ........................ 7
Educ . 3 ................ S108
English 1 A,B,C .... S12
English 1 D ................ 2
English 1, E,F .... 5 & 6

aWl
OSpl a .
. 1 'I
. Thd e t~pe~ke[ tP~r~Icdu a; y emPhaSIze t . e adc . . a
oc lors canntho t
rac ~c~ me l,~mte ~e.r e y on
. e
I dnoY' e ged.an l ehc nllquesd adcq~lr1e
m
me
lca
sc
00 an
unng
,. t
h'
b t
t
t'
t
m ernes I~,
u mus ~ nve .0
1 keep .uP WIth the c umulatIve medlcal lIterature and methods. He
1
'd th t
d ' l t d ts
a so sal
a. me lCa
~ u en ,
both now a~d m the future, would
have to stl.Ive more to equal the
work of t heIr predecessors.
Tips for Interne
In discussing the problem of interneship, Dr. P erkins stressed the
fact that internes should not dispense with da ily exercise and fresh
air to provide extra time for study,
but that they should keep their
bodies in as good h'e alth as possible,
for a fatigued body retards the
assimilation of knowledge by the
mind . He further stated that a
common failing of internes today
is t hat of not following cases
through the autopsy room where
the actual cause for deatb may be
discovered.
In speaking of general practitioners, Dr. Perkins illustrated conclusively that they must truly be
jacks-of-all-trades. These men must
often represent their patients when
engaging the services of specialists,
to ensure fail' treatment. The general practitioner is also confronted
with perplexing problems in industrial medicine, often needing to engage in disputes with the manufacturer and insurance company
on one side and the patient on the
other.

'k

I

1 ................ S12
3 ................ S12
11 ................. ... 5
1 .............. S102

Friday, January 23
8 :00- Eng. Compo 9 ............ 4
Psych. 1 .................. S12
Phys. Ed . 19 ........ S204
11 :OO- Eng. Lit. 11 ............... . 4
German 7 ................ 15
History 9 .................... 7
Latin 1 ........................ 8
Math. 13 .............. .. S116
Physics 6 .............. S102
Phys . Ed. 3 ............ S108
2 :00- Music 1 ...................... M
Music 13 .................... M
Pol. Sci. 1 .... .......... S12
Pol. Sci. 11 .. .......... S12

Saturday, January 24
8 :00- Hist. 1 .................... S12
Eng. Compo 5 ............ 6

College R eceives Large
Grant from Estate of
Wealthy Philanth ropist

11 :OO-Biol. 15 ................ S205
Chem . 7 ................ S304
Econ . 7 ........................ 7
French 21 ................ 14
Greek 1 ......... ............... 3
Math. 3a, .... S115, S116
Phil. 5 .. ......... ............. 8
Pub. Spkg. 3 .......... ...... 2
Phys. Ed . 5 .......... S108
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HE Army, the Navy, the Federal Government,
Civilian Defense and War Industry have first call

on the nation's telephone facilities. Our first and foremost obligation is to furnish them with fast, dependable telephone service, wherever and wh enever needed.
In spite of staggering demands for telephone service, further expansion of telephone facilities is sharply
curtailed by shortages of metals and equipment. Therefore, we must get the absolute maximum use out of the
existing telephone plant.
Every telephone user can help to keep lines open
and speed the service by following a few simple
rules:

I.

Be sure you have the right number before you

make a call.

2.

Don' t ask HInformation" for numbers that are

listed in the directory.
3.

Answer all calls as quickly as possible.

4.

Be sure to

~~ hang

up" after each call. Don't let

a book or anything else hold the telephone Hoff the

**************************

hook."

Make Every Call Counl.
Help Speed This
Vilal War-Time Servicel

48 1 Main St., Collegeville. Pa.

=
**************************
=...........................
=

*

* TELEPHONE SERVICE *

Breakfasts - Lunch es - Dinners

I
I

*

*

WAR AND

THE KOPPER KETTLE

FRANKLIN I . SHEEDER. Registrar

introduction now available . Here in one book is a study
of the Old Testament as a whole,
from the point of view of it.s religious, literary and historical interest through the centuries; a critical
analysis of each book of the Hebrew Bible, with special attention being given to historical background,
a uthorship, style, thought and re-

I

off campus, come to . . .

For Information and Literature address

Iup-to-date

1111111111111111111111111111111111'111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111lIilllllllllllllllllllllili

If you prefer to have dInner

THROUGH THE DOORS OF THE SCIENCE BUILDING

*

research on this s ubject, and has Dr. Pfeiffer is Lecturer on Semitic
traveled in the islands themselves. Languages at Harva rd University.
He describes the problems which
Harry Emerson Wildes, who lives
have confronted the Dutch since at Valley Forge, has written, in .his
they first went to the Indies in the biography of Anthony Wayne, about
17th century, and the polICies
. .
.
fi gures m
.
by one 0 f th e mos t engagmg
which they have developed and American History. He calls Wayne
governed th . I d
Th I d '
"The trouble s hooter of the Ameri.e IS an S.
e n les
. ..
today constItute one of the most can revolutIOn. Far from the Mad
crucial problems in Far Eastern Anthony of legend , he was one of
strategy. If you would understand the most dynamic generals of the
them , read this book .
army, a man whose careful planLife Inside Russia
ning, military imagination, and
In his book Assignment in Utopia, courage on the field often saved
Eugene Lyons tells in dramatic the fortunes of the colonies. Mr.
style of his years of growing dis- Wildes has used source materials
illusionment in Russia where he hitherto unavailable, made exten' sive historical research, and avoidserved as United States press correspondent for six years. For ed the sentimental and sensationaL
those who wish insight into the In this full length portrait we see
baffling complexities of contem- not only Wayne the soldier, but
porary Russia, this book will be also the ladies ' man, the society
worth reading. It abounds in l'e- dandy , the financial speculator, the
vealing often comical incidents of politician.
daily life among the Soviets. Not - - - - - - - - - - - - - so much the story itself, as the Sin- I ****-X-*******')I'*****.lE-*******
cerity and personality of the auCHARTER A BUS •••
thor, make it one of the most im- I
For Uute
Pllorle
portant books on Russia.
n.
e b . 2241
I n Robert P feiffer's Introduction
PERKIOMEN TRANSI T CO.
to the Old Test a m ent we have the
Schwenksville. Pa.
1
I
on y comp etely comprehensive and *******-K'*********'X-********
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"for
such religious,
charitable,
benevolent
purposes and
objects or
or
institutions as ... shall seem best
and pl'oper." Mr. Byron based his
choice upon intimacy with Ursinus
acquired as the father of two students and through his personal ac quaintanceship with President McClure. This action has been approved by the Orphans Court of Philadelphia, and the fund has passed
into the possession of the College.
Decision as to the use to which
this gift will be put will be made
at the next meeting of the Board
of Directors.

=
=
•

•

P resIdent

*

By Mr. Charles H. Miller, Assistant Librarian

I

Mr. Stanley Omwake, assistant to
the vice-president, recently has announced the award of a $3 3,000
trust fund to Ursinus. Robert J .
Byron , Esq ., of Philadelphia, father
2 :00- Econ . 3 .................... S12
of Roberta Byron Bodley '39, and
~------------------------_ _ _~ Marion L. Byron '42, as trustee for
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 the . estate of J.ohn H . Immel,. has
•
~ deSIgnated Ursmus as benefiCIary.
The fund was set aside for use

I
I
•
I
•
II

I*

5:~~~r~f ~:~:I~lt~~ a;f ~~e ~y~ ~~l~i~~~u~~~~n~~si~p~~~ ~~~r~rsi~~ ~f~~~s i~d~~ oYdh~es~~~entS~~I~~

11:00- Eng. lit. 21 ................ 8
French 13 .. .............. 14
History 13 .................. 7
Math . 19 ................ S115
Phil. 2a ........................ 2
Pol. Sci. 7 .................. 3
Phys. Ed. 1 ............ S108
2: ~O-French
French
History
Physics

*

.

Thursday, January 22

Monday, January 19

'{j" ~ g~

i** ·

FUTURE M. D.'s RECEIVE MANY
You have probably noticed the
VALUABI E TIP
books on the Far East which we
have placed on display , but have
C t· .
~ tl
you dipped into any of them? Since
ron mum~
ell a 1e~-and-son 1 December 7 they have taken on
f
~o ley .::r. Ale~e~t P ~e~l~?s, I sthe Inew s ignificance, and one of t hem,
~mes
. nelS le- e Ica .0- I The Dutch East Indie , by Dr. Amry
cleih ~~esent~d .~r. [?pn ~. Perkms Vandenbosch (1941) is considered
~s
e~ .sp;a.:.r a~
ues l~\even- the definitive work on the s ubject.
mg . t' .r. . e~ lr~s . 1S a we 11 nown Dr. Vandenbosch is Professor of

First Semester Examinations
8 :00- Soc. 1 ........................ S12

1*****************************************************
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WILLIAM HEYl THOMPSON

.

Architect

ARCHITECTS BUILDING
PHILADELPHIA

•
•......................................................
••• .........................
•

THE BBLL TELEPHONE COMPANY
or PENNSYLVANIA
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In case you haven't noticed, last
week prod uced a real Ursinus
"strange As It Seems". On Wednesday the Bears broke the conference record for high scoring when

Tropp and Arnold
Win But Fords Sink
Wrestlers by 22-6

Bears Swamp Lebanon VaII ey 77.31,
d b Alb· h 80 33
~~% s~~1~~/7 ~~~et: ~1=~~~t ~~~; Three years a standout perform- I Bears Swampe
y
rig t •
D epell da hI e G uar d ...
Al H u tchin on

Scoring two falls and four decisions, Haverford's crack wrestling
squad took the measure of the Ursinus grapplers, 22-6, in the fir~t
home match of the season on Fnday afternoon.
Fords Get Two Pins
Joslin pinned Don Stamm with a
half-nelson and body press in one
minute and forty-one seconds of
the 121-pound event, and Shihadah
pinned Ed Maykut with a scissors
and arm lock in eight minutes and
fifty-nine seconds of the 155- pound
match.
Joe Tropp and Dick Arnold garnered the Ursinus points with 6-1
and 8-4 decisiOns, respectively, in
the 175 and 136-pound divisions.
Decision Bout: Close
In the other bouts, Davis decisioned Hainley by a score of 7 to
3; Marone outpointed Wells 6 to 1;
Post eked out a 6-5 victory over
Graver, and Wigfield squeezed
through with a 6 to 4 decision over
heavyweight Dick Clark.
The summaries:
121-pound--Joslin pinned S tamm
with a half-nelson and body press .
Time: 1 minute, 41 seconds.
128-pound-Davis won a decision
over Hainley, 6 to 4.
136-pound-Arnold won a decision over Bartholomew, 8 to 4.
145-pound-Maron won a decision over Wells, 6 to 1.
155-pound - Shihadah pinned
Mayku t with a scissors and arm
lock. Time : 8 minutes, 59 seconds.
165-pound-Post won a decision
over Graver , 6 to 5.
175-pound-Tropp won a decision over Alword , 6 to 1.
Heavyweight -Wigfield won a decision over Clark, 6 to 4.

they had their own record broken er for Coach Hashagen is the reat their expense when Albright cord of that senior veteran of the
Fast Break of Lio.ns Defeats I MacMahon Leads Bear Scorers
racked up 80 points to set a new court, Al Hutchinson. Ever since
E '1
A . t Dt h
record. Ripley has nothing better his freshman year, Al has been
Bears aSI y
gains U c men
than that.
one of the steadiest and most reSmashing all known conference
Unable to cope with the fast fastk tball howevel' is J'ust like liable players on. the basketball
Bas .e
'..
'.
. squad and has gU Ided the team on breaking attack of their Albright and gymnasium scoring records,
ore
that-l~ fact It IS
l.ikely that I the floor for the last two years.
opponents the Bears of Coach Ken Coach Ken Hashagen's red hot
somethmg of that k~d will happen 1
I Hashage were smothered by a basketball squad sank 29 field goals
strong Lion team by the score of and 19 out of 28 fouls to drub oncein basketball than in any other
sport. "On" a!,-d "off" nig~ts occur
80 to 30 Saturday night. The game beaten Lebanon Valley, 77-31, in the
regul.arly a~d I~ w~ our ~fortune
was played in the spacio us Reading initial league game of the season
to hIt an off . mght agam:-t the
Northwest Junior High School gym and the inaugural tilt on the new
and witnessed by a capacity crowd. floor of the Thompson-Gay gymtruly g~eat Albright team WIth an
"on" nJght.
.
nasium Wednesday night.
P. S. If you're looking for a dead
LIOns Start Fast
Bears Score Freely
sure bet, we advise you to pick AlThe Lions started off with a bang
P
aced
by sharp-shooting Schbright to take the league champand in the first four minutes of the
ionship. But they won't do it withgame racked up 16 points. Em- moke MacMahon and the dead-eye
out a defeat or two.
ploying a fast break and a very trio of Dave Ziegler, Ruggles
close man to man defense the Lions Wadsworth and acting captain Al
kept up t heir mad pace to lead at Hutchinson, the Ursinus lads bomQuirks on the Game
the end of the first quarter 23 -5, barded the basket from every corForward Kuhn (himself no snail
and hold the Bears without a single ner of the cour t to average nearly
on the court) was going to appeal
20 points a period in a lop-sided
field goal.
to the S. P. C. A. He didn't think
gunning spree.
In
the
second
quarter
the
Lions'
they allowed rabbits to play the
Kubisen of Lebanon Valley openKenny Hopkins started on a scorgame.
ing spree that put t he Bears far- ed the encounter with a quick field
Capt. Hutchinson didn't think
ther behind. Making good on al- goal, followed by teammate Matthere'd be much scoring in Saturmost anything he shot, Hopkins ala's foul; but Wadsworth and
day's game. He expected the greatscored eighteen points, and aided MacMahon soon put Ursin us in
er part of the game to be spent in
A,s a sophomore, Al saw a good by goals by Boltz, Shollenberger, front 4 to 3. Matala and Kubisen
running the miles up and down the deal of action on the strong quin- and Rhoads went ahead by a 49-13 each· contributed a two-pointer and
floor to I'each the baskets. Albrigh t tet of that year which had such score. Field goals by Hutchinson, Dorazio made good on a free throw,
thought otherwise.
capable performers as John Wise, Kuhn , and Ziegler and several fouls then Ursinus went into action.
37-8 at Half
Bob Keehn, Hal Moyer, Abe Chern, accounted for all the Bears scoring.
• • • • •
and Sparky Meade . Al is always
Be's in the NewsWithout
allowing
the boys from
Bears Halt Albright's Scoring
Annville a single point throughout
Sonja Benie's only rival, Jinga given the very uncomfortable task
In
the
second
half
the
Bears
emJohnsonie, was in his element at of playing against the best scorer ployed a new type of defense and a the remainder of t he half, Hash's
of the opposing team, and besides
record-smashers put the count at
Saturday's skating party.
making a very good defensive re- better offense to hold their opponJing showed he was as spry as cord for himself, he has also been ents to 31 points while they racked 19-8 at the end of the first period Alumni Sextet Ekes Out
those youngsters-he also showed among the top scorers for the up 20 for themselves. The damage and 37-8 at halftime.
The passing was perfect, timing 25-24 Win Over Coach
be could fall with the best (and team.
of the first half, however, was too was flawless, MacMahon split the
heaviest) of them.
Al came to Ursinus from Atlantic much to overcome and the Lions hoop from every conceivable angle, Snell's Co-Ed Varsity
• • • • •
City High School where he was a still controlled the game.
Ruggles and tiny Tommy Rorer
Odds 'n Ends
The spacious floor, Albright's fast dropped them through from under
Although the girls' basketball
member of their championship
team lost by a 25-24 score to the
breaking
offense,
and
an
"off"
Captain Bill Shahadi of Haver- team. He is a senior in the Busthe
bucket,
and
Dave
Ziegler
s
howalumni
six Saturday morning, they
night
in
shooting
were
the
factors
ford 's wrestling squad pinned Bear Ad group and has always kept a
ed underestimated accuracy and turned in a moral victory when
wrestler Ed Maykut after 8 minutes very good scholastic and extra- responsible for Saturday's defeat. precision as the 'Sinus five romped they sank balls almost at will in
and 59 seconds of the bout had curricular record . In addition to At no time did the Bears threaten to a staggering lead.
Wadsworth and Ziegler together the final period, and were stopped
elapsed-just one second to go for playing basketball, Al is president or even look like the team that
of the Varsity Club and circulation racked up 77 points against Leba- accounted for 15 of the 23 counters only by the final whistle.
the end of the bout.
non Valley Wednesday.
scored by the local cagers in the
Getting off to a good start, the
Bunny, Peggy, and Squeeky manager of the Weekly.
varsity ruled in the first quarter,
The lineup :
showed they still have the stuff as
P
third
stanza
as
the
totals
mounted
only
to fade out of the picture in
F.
Ursinus
G.
. to 60-14.
they outscored the varsity 25-24 in
4
MacMahon,
f..
...
....
.....
....
0
4
Trying
every
possible
combinathe
next
two quarters. Led by
Saturday's encounter.
1
Kuhn , f ............................ 2
51 tion of men, Coach Hashagen shuf- Bunny Harshaw Vosters, the alumni
The annual battle of the gym1
Wadsworth , c ................ 0
fled and juggled, but the scoring made nine out of eleven foul shots
nasium has started again. The
Hutchinson, g ................ 1
6
8
continued
to skyrocket and could good while the varsity tallied only
keeper of the gym, Gus Johnson,
1
3 be stopped only by the final gun two of their ten. However, a close
Barab, g ............................ 1
promises to take on all who walk
Zeigler, f ........................ 3
o
6 at the stupefying count of 77 to 31. man-for-man defense held the
on his new gym floor. Mercy will
Heckman, f. ... ....... ......... 0
o 0
former stars to eight field goals
not be shown to anyone and we do
Walz Scores Winning Goal
G. F. P. against the first team's eleven twoRorer, g .......................... 0
o o Ursinus
mean anyone.
2
Kuhn,
rf
....................
......
1
0
2
pointers.
A "Frank Merriwell" shot in the Ross, g ............................ 1
o
• • •
"sudden death" extra period by cen- Thorpe, g ........................ 2
o 4 T. Rorer, rf ....... ............. 2 2 6 Until their last minute comeZiegler, rf ........................ 5
1 11 back, the college team played enIn Closing!!
ter Roy Walz enabled the strong
4 24 tirely defensive ball, unable to even
Please Uncle Sammy, don't take Cub team of Coach Sieb Pancoast
Totals .................... 10 13 33 MacMahon, If .............. 10
1
1 keep the sphere in scoring terriour dear Editor away from us. We to eke out a 33-31 victory over the Albright
G. F. P . Ross, If ............................ 0
20 Wadsworth, c ................ 5
4 14 tory. Bringing together an old trio,
are sure he couldn't be of any use Albright Frosh team Saturday Shollenberger, f ............ 8
~
Heckman, c .................... 1
0
2 Peg Claflin and Ruth von Kleek
to you. He can't count-he makes night.
Rhoads, f ........................ 3
o 65 Thorpe,
c ........................ 0
2
2 tallied field goals for the alumni
us count the words in the articles. .
Two Extra Periods
1
Spangler, c ....... ............... 2
27 Hutchinson, rg .............. 4
5 13 and foul shots made up the greater
He can't walk-he makes Ditter
After the score was tied 29 all at Hopkins, g .. ............... ... 11
5
15 Barab, 19 ........................ 1
0
2 part of Bunny Voster's totaL At
dri.ve him up in the car: Be can't the end of the game, and 33 all at Boltz, g ..................... ....... 6
3
Totals .................... 29
19 77 the other end of the floor, Edna
write-he makes us WrIte ail the the end of the first three minute Urasevich, f ......... ....... .... 0
o o
a~ticles. He can't sing-we've heard extra period, the game resorted Kane, f ....................... ... .. 1
G. F. P. Meyers, Marion Earle, and Blanche
o 2 Lebanon Valley
him try.
into a "sudden death" extra period. Sebl, c ..................... ....... .. 2
o 4 Mease, rf ........................ 3 0 6 Schultz worked a zone defense for
But if you do need a gruff, stem In this extra period the Bears took Le' bach, g .................... 0
o o Carbaugh, rf ... ............... 1 0 2 the old timers almost to perfection.
1 Meyers, If ........................ 1
0
2
The lineup.
officer to rule with a strong, diota- the tap-oft' and held the ball until Horn, g ............................ 0
1
Alumni
torial hand-he's just your man. Walz threw a straight overhead Manderbach, g ............ 0
o o Miller, If .......................... 0 3 3 Ursinus
Kubisen, c .......... .............. 3
0
6 Harrington ........ F .......... von tKleek
1 We know.
shot from the sidelines to win the
Totals .................... 33 14 80 Neidig, c ....... ......... .. ........ 0
1
1 Dougherty ........ F ................ Vosters
game.
In the first 3-minute extra period Albright .............. 23 26 12 19-80 Matala, rg ...................... 1
1
3 Hogeland .... ........ F ................ Claflin
HERE'S SOME LEAGUE DOPE!
guard Johnny Fletcher put the Ursinus ................ 5 8 5 15- 33 Smith, 19 ........................ 1
0
2 1Mathieu .............. G .............. Meyers
Dorazio, Ig ...................... 2
2
6 Bright .................. G .. ................ Earle
Cubs thead by two points but AILEAGUE STANDINGS
Totals .. .................. 12
7 31 Landis ................ G ................ Schultz
brights Jim Bunn matched it as the
Team
Won Lost period ended.
Cub Squad Opens Season
Albright ...... .... .................. 2
0
Fletcher Leads Cubs' Scoring
Muhlenberg ......... ........... 1
0
With 37= 19 Win Wednesday
All
of the Frosh performers turnF. and M . ..... ................... 1
0
ed
in
brilliant
performances
with
Ursinus ........... ..... ............ 1
1
Sparked by the brilliant ball
By COOKY
Gettysburg ....... ............... 0
0 Fletcher, Carranza, and Moore handling of George Moore and
Bucknell ........ ....... .... ..... .. 0
2 sparking the offense and Walz and John Fletcher and the hard fightThe opening of the winter sports a team. These winter weeks when
Lebanon Valley ............ 0
2 Neustadter upholding the defense. ing of Roy Walz, the Bear Cubs program sounded Saturday as four we tend to remain indoors most of
Fletcher was high for the Bears
with ten points and the Lions were opened their season on the home teams saw action in the Volley Ball the time it is an event to take up
THIS WEEK'S SCORES
court Wednesday night with an league.
many an inactive hour. Each team,
led by Burn's nine points.
Ursinus 77, Lebanon Valley 31
Volley Ball Results
to quailify, must put at least six
Albright
G. F. P. easily won victory over the LebaMuhlenberg 64, Bucknell 62
7 nop Valley Frosh, 37-19.
Derr grabbed an early lead in the men on the floor. Nine may be
1
Stark, f ............................ 3
F. and M. 49, Lebanon Valley 39
9
This first game gave prospects of race as it defeated Brodbeck hand- used but not seven or eight.
1
Bunn, f ............................ 4
Albright 80, Ursinus 30
8 a top season for the freshman bas- By in its single game. Score: 15-6,
2
pushman, g .. ............. ..... 3
• • • • •
3 ketball team. The entire squad 15-5. "Just a fiuke", sneered the
1
Due to the neceSSity for sandGuensch, g ...... .............. 1
2
played
together
smoothly,
displayBrods, who had previously worn wiching games between varsity and
THIS WEEK'S GAMES
o
Patrician, c .................... 1
o 2 ing considerable ability, experience, themselves out, or, so they claimed, freshman basketball practices it is
Greenberg, g ................ 1
January 13
and plenty of spirit. All this was beating Highland 9-15, 15-13, 15-13. impossible to announce a deflnite
Muhlenberg at Ursinus
5 31 made apparent by the scoring In the only other game Curtis took schedule. We herewith present a
Totals ....... .......... ... 13
Albright at F. and M.
F. P. which the Bears dominated undisputed possession of the cellar tentative schedule for the coming
Ursin us
G.
January 14
5 throughout every period.
by forfeiting to the same Highland. week so that the fellows in the
1
Moore, ,f ............. ............. 2
Gettysburg at Bucknell
• • •
o 8 Capitalizing on their strong ofdorms involved may keep a watch
Carraza, f ........................ 4
January 15
o 6 fensive game, Walz arid . Moore There can scarcely be excuse for for special announcements.
Walz, c ................. ···· ....... 3
F. and M. at Ursinus
o 10 shared honors as high scorers by any dorm not putting a team on Brodbeck versus Curtis.
Fletcher, g .................... 5
January 17
o 2 registering ten points each. Fletch- the fioor. Volley Ball is not a com- Stine versus Freeland.
Lebanon Valley at Muhlenberg Neustadter, g................ 1
o 2 er followed closely with hls four plicated game. It gives ample op- Derr versus Highland.
Fetch, g ............................ 1
Ursinus at Gettysburg
fleld goals and one foul for a total portunity for participation since as
Brodbeck versus Faculty.
Bucknell at F. and M.
33 of nine points.
many as nine men may constitute
Totals .................... 16
Faculty versus Freeland.

n:

I

I

Freshmen Capture
'Sudden Death' Tilt
From Lions, 33-31

I

SLANTS ON INTRAMURAL

S
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DEFENSE
most certainly would arise should
the densely populated sections of
Philadelphia be subjected to a
heavy bombing rendering the :inhabitants homeless. In such an
emergency, the Thompson - Gay
Gymnasium, in addition to several
other suitable buildings in the community, would be utilized as a temporary place of shelter and station
for food .
If dire need for temporary hospitalization should ever arise, Curtis Dormitory will be evacuated by
its present occupants and turned
over to medical authorities within
the hour. Already quarters for
evacuated students from that dorm
have been procured among the
townspeople, and addresses are being assigned to the men now in
order that there may be no costly
delay if the plan need ever be put
into operation.
Ursinus Men To Get Paper
Yet another committee of the
Ursinus Civilian Defense Council
will have as iis project the contacting of all Ursinus men in the
service in order to keep the ties
between them and the College as
strong as possible. In addition to
administering to some of their
needs, the committee is undertaking to see to it that each of them
is put on the Weekly mailing list
so that copies may be sent to them
each week.
Information concerning the first
aid program which the defense
council is inaugurating may be
found in a special article in this
week's Weekly.

Dr. Miller, Mr. Pancoast Attend
American Pol.-Sci. Conference
Dr. Eugene Miller and Mr. G .
Sieber Pancoast attended the conference of the American Political
Science Association at the Hotel
Pennsylvania in New York City,
December 29 , 30, 31.
At a separate meeting of the
Pennsylvania Political Science Association on December 30, Dr. Miller read a memorial to the late Dr.
J. Lynn Barnard.

YM=YW Plan Winter Retreat
To Formulate New Program
In order to make plans for the
second semester, the combined
cabinets of the YMCA-YWCA will
have a winter retreat on February
l.
The site for the retreat has not
as yet been announced. Plans for
t he affair include periods for worship, discussion and recreation .
Presidents Patt Patterson and
Garnet Adams will be in charge of
the meetings and Vice Presidents
Robert Bauer and Grace Brandt
will have charge of the physical arrangements.

COLLEGE ADOPTS

CAMPUS CAMERA

(Continued fr om page 1)

• ConLinuert trom p a ge 1)
NOTICE!
will be more clearly defined, and
then-perhaps within a month,
The social calendar is being
perhaps within a year-each stuprepared by the Council on Student Activities, and will be issued
dent will know whether he will be
previous to the beginning of the
permitted to complete his college
second semester. This means
course".
that all organizations must have
Emphasizing his belief that the
their social events approved as
procuring of a college education
before enlistment in military ser- soon as possible. The deadline
is Wednesday of this week (Janvice is an invaluable asset to the
uary 14).
nation's war effort, Dr. McClure
continued, "I now repeat what you
have heard me say before , and it is
what ranking officers of the Army
a nd Navy told the heads of colleges Ride free on SchuylkUl Valley Bus
Movie tickets to
and universities at the conference
a week ago: in general the best
Norristown
equipment you can have for military service is a college degree or
NORRIS
as much work toward a degree as
Today,
Tuesday
& Wednesday
you can finish- and a sound physique."
Greta Garbo & Melvyn Douglas
" When the government calls you in "THE TWO FACED WOMAN"
for military service, I repeat, a college education and good physical
Thursday and Friday
condition are the chief assets that
Chas.
Boyer
and Margaret Sullavan
will gain recognition for you and
enable you to contribute best to in "APPOINTMENT FOR LOVE"
the nation 's cause. You will best
Sat., Mon. & Tues.
serve your own interest now and in
the future and you will best serve
Abbott and Costello
the nation now and in the future
in "Keep 'EM FLYING"
if you remain in college as long as
you can and do your work here as
GRAND
well as you can."
Today and Tuesday
Jack Oak Ie and Linda Darnell
"Then Across the Perkiomen
in musical comedy
"RISE AND SHINE"
The Skaters Glide in Flight"

I

'TlJE NEW Il00E OF ALPHA

KAPPA PI FMTERN IlY AT
Sf JOHN'S' COLLEGE.ANNAFt)l..l )'
IS 220 YEARS' Oll).'

I

'

Over 100 Ursinus students paused
long enough in their weekend
studying to attend the Y skating
party Saturday afternoon on the
Perk at Shady Nook.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Baily, Dr.
Eugene Miller, and Mr. "Jing"
Johnson were the skating chaperons of the affair. Besides taking
care of his official chaperoning duties, Jing furnished several exhibitions of fancy (and otherwise)
skating and also gave instructions
to some " non-professional" skaters.
After a corps of volunteers led
by Chairman Bobby Guiness '42,
cleared the snow off a large section
of the creek, the skating commenced. Music was provided for the
party by all the big name bands
via the amplifying system.

INSTRUCTIONS

What To Do In Case of An Air Raid
1. As soon as bombs start dropping, run like old Nick himself
was chasing you. Wear track shoes to goad those in front

of you to greater efforts.
2. Take advantage of opportunity afforded you when the sirens

blow, for example1. If in the Bakery, grab pie, cake, etc.
2. If at John's, grab a bottle.
3. If in class-grab a blonde.
3. If you find an unexploded bomb, shake it as the firing pin
may be stuck. If this doesn't work, heave it in the furnace
and .c all the Fire Department.
4. Always get excited and holler bloody murder. It will add to
the confusion and scare the kids.
5. If you are the victim of a direct hit, don't fly to pieces.
Lie still and you won't be noticed.
6. Knock the Air Raid Wardens down if they start to tell you
what to do. They always save the best seats for themselves
and their friends anyway.
7. Drink heavily, eat onions, limburger cheese, etc., before entering a crowded air raid shelter. This will help others
from giving you the discomfiture of crowding too close.
8. If bombs begin to fall while you're riding in your car, stop,
turn out your lights, and let your conscience be your guide.

The ROMA CAFE
Visit us for fine . . ,
Steaks, Seafood, and Spaghetti
IH W. !lluln Stred.

Our work embraces almost everylhlng
in the printing line. The ImpoSing
bound book. tine catalogues and booklets, and a ll the wants of the commercial a nd social life are covered In
the wide range or our endeavor.

They have feelings, too.

Tele~hone, Bell. LOMbard 0414

BURDAN'S

Ice Cream
Phone -

Pottstown 816

'Collegeville National Bank
Interest paid on deposits.
Member of Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation.

{tbe lnbepenbent
.Print Shop
Prints The Weekly and Is
equipped to do all kinds of
COLLEGE Printing attractively.
Collegeville, Pa.
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No point in repeating a well-known fact.)
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THE COLLEGE DINER
Serving Quality Food
From Sandwiches to Full Course Dinners
24 HOUR SERVICE

111 MAIN STREET

:WIri\ib1'W6~troiWlmflf&W&lmHfdf&Ail,t{tlflwlfl'Mbilmf68i6mtf\ihft,lrbtii6iilf{ffi8ij!\9'1

XMAS GIFTS GALORE
Featuring Ursinus Seal Jewelry
FOR HER
Bracelets
Compacts
Lockets
Brooches
Evening Bags

FOR HIM
Wallets
Key Chains
Belts & Buckles
Watch Bands
Cigarette Cases

SEE THEM!
BUY THEM!
NOW!

URSIN US COLLEGE SUPPLY STORE
Your Xmas Shopping Headquarters

-

"On the Campus"

PINS

**
*
FREE
FREE
$
FREE *
**
Know 0/ an Ursinus Man in the Service?
~*
**
See That He Gets the Weekly!
$*

CAMPUS SANDWICH SHOP

George H Buchanan Company

TROPHIES

***
*~
**
~*
**
i*

liB rad'"
s

44 North 6th Street, Philadelphia

Friday & Saturday
"FLYING CADETS" and
"FATHER TAKES A WIFE"

****************************-x-************************

BEST QUALITY FOOD

(The address?

Wednesday and Thursday
Rosalind Russell and Don Ameche
in "FEMININE TOUCH"
and Lynn Bari
in 'MOON OVER HER SHOULDER'

Supplied by

MEDALS

i

GARRICK
Today and Tuesday
Jeanette MacDonald
in "SMILIN' THROUGH"

LOREN MURCHISON " CO., Inc.
s. w. HAMPSON, Representative

We are proud of our established reputation for-

GOOD PRINTING

Pu.

Friday and Saturday
Gene Autrey
in "DOWN MEXICO yv AY"
and Arthur Tracy
in "TANKS A MILLION"

ORDER YOUR URSINUS BEAR RING NOW !

9. Don't forget to take dogs, cats, canaries, gold fish, and turtles

to the air raid shelter with you.

Norrl~town.

Wednesday & Thursday
Jackie Cooper
in "GLAMOUR BOY"
and June Frazee
in "SING ANOTHER CHORUS"
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U rsinus College
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He'll Surely Appreriate It.

$ FREE
$

=
~

(1) John Cornely
Stine Hall
U rsinus College
Collegeville, Pa.
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Merely send his address to-
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HERE'S HOW-

FREE

FREE
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